
In many places, new homes are needed, but the only space available for 
building them is in the countryside. Some people believe it is more important to 
protect the countryside and not build new homes there. What is your opinion 
about this?

In the past decades, the needed facilities for living and life expectancy hope for 
living among human beings has been increasing, hence the growth of the 
population. As a result, we require more houses to put a roof over above 
people’s head. One answer to this problem could be building new houses in the 
countryside. Although, this solution has its own disadvantages, I believe that it 
is a better response to our problem.

The first negative side of expanding cities is by raising the number of the 
residents of the cities, we will face troubles such as pollution therein those. 
Noise pollution and air pollution has already been a problem in large cities and 
it seems like helping to make more contamination if we put more people in 
them.

On the other hand, not only can we distribute and decentralize the population, 
but also we can prepare an undoubtedly favorable situation to bring more 
provisions to our rural area, if we guide our citizens to live in the countryside. 
There always has always been some critique criticism that our villages are not 
well equipped. But when more people are living there, the government would 
be convinced to assign more budget for there. Therefore, it would be easier for 
our villages to grow.

Unfortunately, if we make our countryside larger, there would be some 
consequences like harming the  nature. Whenever the humans put set their foot 
in an untouched/pristine nature, they ruin it to create a livable situation for 
themselves. The more populated a place becomes, the more damages we cause.

On in conclusion, by constructing new houses in rural areas we can prevent 
from more pollution in metropolises and also it would be an opportunity to 
equip our villages. However, there would be some harms to the nature. So, we 
should make our best effort to respect the nature we are living in and keep it 
safe and sound.


